This research focuses on designing and characterizing steel-fibre-reinforced self-compacting 
INTRODUCTION 45
The social perception in reference to the construction sector and, in particular, the use of 46 concrete as a building material has become increasingly negative [1] . Cement production is one 47 of the most energy intensive processes: the cement industry consumes 5% of the total global 48 industrial energy. Due to the dominant use of carbon intensive fuels, e.g., coal, in clinker making, 49 cement manufacture is a major emitter of CO2. More than 5% of the total global emissions of 50 CO2 are attributed to the cement sector; it contributes the same proportion of emissions to 51 greenhouse gas emission [2, 3] . 52 53
One way to promote more sustainable construction and minimize its impact on the 54 environment is to apply the following "3Rs" concept: reduce -reuse -recycle [4] . Strategies 55 have already been adopted to reduce the amount of CO2 emitted into the atmosphere through 56 measures such as reducing the percentage of clinker in cement by partially replacing additives 57 such as fly ash, blast furnace slag, silica fume or pozzolan, among others, and replacing concrete 58 aggregates with recycled aggregates [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . 59 60
The sources of aggregates for the construction industry in Europe are shown in Figure  61 1 [12] . More than 90% consists of natural aggregates extracted from quarries and gravel pits, 62 which contributes to the negative ecological impact and the negative social view of the material.
63
In contrast, only 5% of global production involves recycled aggregates (RA, hereinafter) from 64 construction waste and demolition. This percentage of reuse is low because of technological 65 challenges (formulation and manufacturing, mechanical problems and durability) associated 66 with the use of RA in structural concrete and also the particular constraints associated with the 67 regulations in each country. Although the literature concerning the technological aspects of 68 using RA is extensive, the construction sector is still not predisposed to use this material in 69 structural applications. 
73
The main benefits that are achieved with the reuse of construction and demolition waste, 74
as [13] note, include the following: (1) the conservation of natural resources; (2) a reduction 75 in the energy consumption associated with the production and transport of aggregates; and (3) 76 a solution to the current problem of uncontrolled dumping of waste.
78
However, the use of RA is limited by the recommendations established by various national 79 regulations; in particular, mixed RA only used in non-structural applications [14] [15] [16] [17] . The 80 reason is that the compressive and tensile strength of concrete, as well as the modulus of 81 elasticity, are affected by the use of RA, which directly affects the overall performance of the 82 structure [18] . 83 84
According to [19] , the losses in strength when using RA are due to (1) the lower mechanical 85 strength of the RA, (2) the greater water absorption of the RA and (3) an increase in fragile 86 areas within the concrete (e.g., the interfacial transition zone). [20] found that the interfacial 87 transition zone had a high porosity. [21] found that concrete with RA from concrete requires a 88 greater cement content to reach the compressive strength of conventional concrete.
[22] 89 recorded a loss of 20% to 25% of the compressive strength of concrete at 28 d for full 90 replacement of coarse RA; when 25% of the aggregates were replaced, there were no significant 91 changes to the compressive strength. 92 93
The quality of recycled concrete aggregates (RCA) is usually lower than the quality of 94 natural aggregates [23] . In comparison with natural normal-weight aggregates, RCA are 95 weaker, more porous and exhibit higher values of water absorption [24] . The density of 96 concrete constructed from RCA is as much as 10% lower than concrete constructed from 97 natural aggregates [19, 20] .
The water absorption of RCA ranges from 3.5% to 9.2% [24-27], which greatly affects the 100 workability of the fresh concrete. Previous studies [28, 29] have demonstrated that, in contrast 101 to natural aggregates, in which absorption is relatively fast, absorption in RA is prolonged by as 102 much as 24 hr or longer, potentially lasting as long as 96 to 120 hr. However, if proper pre-103 saturation of the aggregates is performed, satisfactory results can be obtained in terms of 104 workability and mechanical behavior [30] . In addition, the granulometry of the RA also has a 105 large influence because at the same density, the water absorption of fine aggregate can be up to 106 5% greater than that of coarse aggregate, which has a smaller surface area [31] .
108
Generally, the use of construction and demolition waste for the manufacture of structural 109 concrete is only partial, which precludes full revalorization of the product obtained. previous stage in an environment with more controlled boundary conditions. 160
SRF-SCC-RA mix proportions and materials 161
The cement used was CEM II/A-M (V-L) 42.5 R, with a density of 3.06 g/cm 3 and a Blaine 162 surface of 4930 cm 2 /g, with additives (fly ash and limestone filler). The natural aggregates were 163 limestones of 0/4 mm and 6/12 mm particle size, referred to as 0/4-T-L and 6/12-T-L, 164
respectively. In addition, two types of RA, one with a 4/12 mm (4/12-T-R) particle size and the 165 other with a 12/20 mm (12/20-T-R) particle size, were used. The Recycled aggregates were 166 composed mainly of mortar, clean aggregate, ceramics and other minor components such as 167 glass, plaster, wood and even organic matter. 'T' indicates that the process of obtaining the 168 aggregate was by trituration; 'L' denotes limestone, and 'R' denotes recycled. 169 170
The granulometric curves of the four types of aggregates, obtained according to the 171 standards [43.44] , are shown in Figure 2 . 
208
The formulations corresponding to the second experimental stage, conducted in the laboratory 209
are not exactly the same as those of the first stage, as slight variations were introduced to 210 improve the manufacturing process by adapting to the laboratory conditions. 211
Mixing method and fresh state characterization 212

First stage (mixing plant) 213
The manufacturing process started (except in the reference formulation NA/SC 12) with 214 pre-saturation of the recycled aggregates using the two following procedures: water saturation 215 (RA and FRC-RA formulations) and treatment with absorption-inhibitor additive (RA/SC-20+I 216 formulation). 217 218
Subsequently, in the case of FRC, the steel fibres were added; if any deficiency was 219 observed after mixing, it was corrected by increasing the mixing time or modifying the dosage. 220
Conversely, if the appearance of the mixture was appropriate, the slump flow assay was 221 performed according to standard [50] to verify the self-compactability of the concrete.
223
If the result of this test was a diameter less than 55 cm, more water was added, and the 224 additional volume was recorded. Then, it was mixed at high intensity for an additional 2 min, 225 and the test was repeated. If the trial again gave an insufficient result, more water or 226 superplasticizer was added. Finally, the specimens were molded for physical and mechanical 227 characterization. 228
Second stage (laboratory) 229
One of the main changes in the second experimental stage in the laboratory is the 230 manufacturing process, specifically the explicit differentiation between free water (for 231 hydrating cement particles) and the water saturation of RA. 232 233
The pre-saturation of RA was performed based on their physical properties, such as their 234 moisture content, absorption and an adjustment factor based on the ratio of water absorbed 235 after 10 min and after 24 hrs., which is approximately 0.8 [29, 51] . 236 237
Each batch consisted of a volume of 30 l (the maximum capacity of the 65-2 K3 238 COLLOMATIC mixer). The mixing method used was that recommended by [52] , as follows: (1) 239 mix the RA and water saturation for 1 min at high intensity; (2) mix the saturated RA with 240 natural 0/4-T-C sand for another minute; (3) add the cement to the aggregates and dry mix for 241 an additional 30 s; (4) after this interval, add two-thirds of the total free water and the mixture 242 of aggregate, cement and water; mix the combination for another minute; (5) add the two 243 additives, followed by the plasticizer, the superplasticizer, the steel fibres and the last one-third 244 of the free water; and, finally, (6) mix at high intensity for 90 s. 245 246
To verify that the manufactured concrete complied with the conditions of self-247 compactability, a slump flow test was performed immediately after the mixing process. If the 248 minimum diameter of 55 cm was reached, the corresponding test specimens were filled with 249 the concrete remaining in the mixer. 250 251
Once 24 hrs had passed after fabrication, the specimens were unmolded and stored in a 252 humid chamber in the laboratory at constant relative humidity (> 95%) and temperature 253 (20°C) until they were tested. In total, 347 specimens were manufactured and tested. 254 
Characterization of SRF-SCC-RA in hardened state 255
259
The amount (Cf) and orientation of the steel fibres was characterized in cubic samples by 260 nondestructive magnetic induction as described elsewhere [53] . The method is based on 261 measuring the increase in inductance generated by the fibres contained in the specimen. The 262 increase depends on the type of steel and on Cf. The steel fibres have ferromagnetic properties 263 and modify the properties pf the uniform magnetic field induced by a discontinuous coil 264 mounted on a plastic cell (Figure 3 ). An HP-4192 impedance analyzer with an error reading 265 below 5% was used. 266 267 268
Figure 3. Device for estimating the number of fibres via a magnetic induction test
The mechanical characterization tests, such as the compressive strength (fc), flexural 270 tension (fct,fl), toughness (Gf) and elastic modulus (Ec), were carried out using an Ibertest press 271 with a 3 MN load capacity and displacement control. 272 273
The pre/post-cracking behavior and the toughness Gf were determined via the Barcelona 274 test (BCN) in its original version [54, 55] , with strain gauge chain installed on the cylindrical test 275 specimens (see Figure 4a) . Complementarily, the BCN test adapted to a cubic test specimen was 276 performed [56,57] to assess the post-cracking response of the material by only recording the 277 vertical displacement of the piston and the total number of cracks produced (see Figure 4b ). 278 279 280 
Physical properties 324
Apparent density and porosity 325 Figure 6 shows the experimental results obtained from the tests of apparent density (ρap) 326 and porosity (η) on test specimens molded in the plant. The test specimens were kept in a 327 climate chamber under controlled temperature (20°C ± 2°C) and relative humidity (50% ± 5%) 328 conditions. 329 330
The value of ρap in all cases (including the reference formulation) is situated in the interval 331 from 2.0 to 2.3 g/cm 3 , which are values lower than that of conventional vibrated concrete. This 332 reduction corresponds to the greater content of fine aggregates required for self-compacting 333 concrete (i.e., a greater content of paste) and to the lower density of the RA; for this reason, the 334 three dosages that contain mixed RA exhibit, on average, a value of ρap 6.5% less than the 335 reference concrete NA/SC 12. 
340
The second highlighted aspect is the difference in η depending on the saturation system. 341
For the same type of aggregate, the average value of η (ηav) for formulations with water-342 saturated aggregates (RA/SC 12 and RA/SC 20, ηav = 17.8% and 17.5%, respectively) is on 343 average 29.2% higher than that obtained in the RA/SC 20+I formulation (ηav = 13.7%), in which 344 the water-repellent additive was used, and 20.4% higher than the reference formulation NA/SC 345 12 (ηav = 14.7% ), in which no saturation treatment was performed. This trend seems to 346 contradict the hypothesis of excessive water saturation in the RA concrete dosages. Under this 347 hypothesis, when excess water located around the RA evaporates, additional concentrated 348 porosity is generated, especially at the interface between the RA and the paste.
350
Based on these results, it is concluded that the differences in η and ρap observed between 351 the RA and FRC concrete dosages are not due to the use of steel fibres but to differences in the 352 content of RA and the manufacturing process. 
363
Approximately 70% to 80% of the fibres are oriented in the horizontal plane, while 20% to 25% 364 remain oriented in the vertical axis. These distributions are independent of the type of fibre 365 employed (M503 or M502). This preferential orientation in the horizontal plane corresponds 366 to the way in which the samples were molded and to the cubic shape. This orientation 367 distribution would be expected in a real element if the self-compactability of the concrete and 368 the pouring system were kept the same. In this sense, it is important to note that in terms of 369 strength, this two-dimensional orientation is favorable because the main tensile stresses are 370 concentrated in the horizontal plane in a large number of structural typologies. 371
Mechanical properties 372
Compressive strength 373 Bending strength 405 
413
The experimental results presented in Table 6 show that the values of fctm,fl vary between 414 4.71 N/mm 2 (RA/SC 12) and 5.72 N/mm 2 (FRC-RA/SC 20-50). In contrast to fck, the 415 recommendations do not establish a lower limit on the value of fct,fl, given that the reinforced-416 concrete structures are designed to permit controlled cracking of the concrete. 417 418
Finally, the values of fctm,fl,est estimated using the formulation proposed in EHE-08 agree 419 with those obtained experimentally, with the maximum relative difference being 14.2% (RA/SC 420 20+I) and, in all cases, from the safe side. Consequently, taking this result into account along 421 with the fact that (1) fctm,fl is a mechanical parameter of lesser importance for the performance 422 in service and failure of reinforced-concrete structures and (2) safety coefficients are applied 423 in the design to cover even higher dispersions, it can be confirmed that it is possible to apply 424 the same formulation to estimate fctm,fl in recycled-aggregate concrete. 425 
Modulus of elasticity 426
433
The content, particle size and nature of the recycled aggregate have a greater impact on 434 the value of Ecm than on the other mechanical properties analyzed above, mainly because of the 435 configuration of the granular skeleton.
437
The decrease in Ecm in the formulations with RA is between 30% and 35% at 28 d; the value 438 for the RA/SC 12 dosage at 365 d approaches the expected value for a conventional concrete 439 with a similar value of fc. This characteristic can compromise the use of this material in 440 structures in which deformations are a relevant design factor (e.g., certain bridges and slabs); 441 however, in these cases, the percentage of inclusion of RA could be limited to control the 442 reduction in Ecm. In foundations, earth-retaining walls, or other elements in which the 443 magnitude of deformations is not a determining factor, this reduction is less important.
445
The results obtained in other studies [22, 27, [74] [75] [76] are consistent with those obtained in 446 this study, and losses between 15% and 48% in Ecm have also been observed in concrete with 447 complete replacement of the coarse fraction by RA with respect to the reference dosages.
449
The high content of mortar and ceramic material in the RA used and the greater number of 450 aggregate-paste interfaces lead to a greater deformability of RA concrete under load [20] . The 451 mixed RA leads to more deformability than the natural aggregate, and there is a weaker 452 connection between the interfaces of the aggregate and the old paste, presenting a greater 453 number of capillary pores and micro-cracks. Therefore, the total replacement of the coarse (1)
Cracking and post-cracking behavior 508
The tensile behavior, including the post-cracking response, has been estimated indirectly 509 in the FRC-RA/SC 12-35 and FRC-RA/SC 20-50 formulations manufactured in the laboratory 510 via the BCN test with cylindrical specimens by controlling the circumferential deformation 511 during the test [55] . Jack force curves (F) -total crack opening displacement (TCOD) and 512 fracture energy released during the test (Gf) are presented in Figure 9 . The average curves 513 obtained from a total number of three tests for each formulation are presented. 514 515 However, this behavior cannot be generalized because, for greater Cf values, the trends can be 524 inverted due to the greater number of fibres per kg of M503 compared to M502 (see Table 2 kg/m 3 used in both concrete dosages. However, SFR-SCC-RA itself could be used as a structural 536 concrete with improved ductility over unreinforced concrete. In the case of adding conventional 537 reinforcement, cracked phase (crack width control) would be benefit from the toughness of this 538 FRC material; simultaneously, by increasing the value of Cf, a ratio of fR1/fctm,fl > 0.40 could be 539 reached and therefore replace some or all of the passive reinforcement with the additions of 540 fibres, with advantages derived in terms of sustainability (economic, social and environmental). The aim of this paper was to present a new cement base material whose coarse fraction of 545 aggregate is 100% recycled and of mixed nature, with properties of self-compactability and 546 with the inclusion of structural fibres to improve its ductility and toughness, classified as SFR-547 SCC-RA. In the current experimental phase, its design has been oriented to applications with 548 limited structural responsibility, such as foundation and earth-retaining elements subjected to 549 reduced bending stresses. 550 551
Extensive experimental campaigns have been conducted to verify suitability and 552 adaptability to existing manufacturing and implementation systems and to characterize the 553 most relevant physical and mechanical properties. The resulting findings are as follows: 554 555
• The following two types of treatments of recycled aggregates were analyzed: pre-556 saturation with water and the use of a water-repellent additive. Pre-saturation was found 557 to be more effective. The additive was not sufficiently effective to completely envelop the 558 aggregates and prevent part of the water used for cement hydration from being absorbed. 559 560
• If the aggregates are properly pre-saturated, these do not alter the consistency of fresh 561 concrete; a more fluid consistency can even be achieved if recycled aggregates are 562 introduced in the saturated state with a dry surface. 563 564
• Steel fibres reduce the flowability of fresh concrete, and this effect is accentuated for fibres 565 of high slenderness. To ensure self-compactability of the concrete for fibres of high 566 slenderness (λf = 50), the content of fine aggregate and of superplasticizer can be increased 567 in the formulation. 568 569
• A reduction of approximately 6.5% in the density was detected compared to the standard 570 formulation (no recycled aggregate). This reduction is expected and depends on the 571 characteristics of the aggregate and the composition of the granular skeleton. 572 573
• The compressive strength was reduced by 30% to 40% in comparison with the reference 574 formulation. However, values ranging between 35 and 40 N/mm 2 at 28 d make this 575 material suitable for structural elements subjected to moderate loads. 576 577
• The deformation modulus also exhibits similar reductions on the same order as the 578 compressive strength; however, the experimental values obtained (23,000 to 30,000 579 N/mm 2 ) are compatible with applications in which the limitations of deformability are a 580 secondary consideration at the design level. Two equations were proposed to estimate the 581 deformation modulus depending on the compressive strength to account for the amount 582 of recycled aggregate present in the formulation. 583 584
• Magnetic tests carried out on molded specimens indicated that at least 70% of the fibres 585 were oriented in the horizontal plane. Principle tensile stresses were generally produced 586 in this plane during service, enabling the fibres to act effectively. 587 588
• The amount of metal fibres employed in HRF formulations (20 kg/m 3 ) was shown to be 589 effective in ensuring ductile post-cracking behavior; however, in applications in which one 590 intends to replace part or all of the passive reinforcement in the form of bars, it is necessary 591 to increase the amount of fibres. 
